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1. Introduction 
In the paper, the results of the simulation sensitivity analysis of the 

ThermaCAM PM595 measurement model were presented. In the 
simulations it was assumed, that the input quantities of the model are 
represented by random variables. The influence of the input random 
variables distribution parameters on the parameters of the output random 
variable distribution is analyzed. The researches concern the following 
frequency distributions: log-normal and uniform. The simulations were 
carried out in the MATLAB 6.5 computational environment. The Matlab build-
in routines were used. The frequency distributions of the determined 
parameters were generated. Additionally, the influence of the correlations 
between input variables on the output variable frequency distribution 
parameters was considered. The results of the analysis were presented as 
graphs and tables. 

2. The scope of the analysis 
The following model of the measurement by means of infrared camera 

was assumed [1,2]: 

ambatmambobatmobatmob uuuu ⋅−+⋅−⋅+⋅⋅= )1()1( τεττε   
 (1) 

where: 

obε - emissivity of the object; τatm – transmittance of the atmosphere; 
uamb    –  the value of signal equal to the  

ambient radiation, uob  – the value of signal equal to the object 
radiation. 

The temperature of the object, measured using ThermaCAM PM595 system 
can be expressed as: 
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,     R, B, F – Calibration constants of the infrared 

camera    (2) 
Using the formulas described in [1], the mathematical model of 

temperature measurement can be obtained as a function of five variables: 
),,,,( dTTfT ambatmobob ϖε= ,     (3) 

where: 

obε  – object emissivity;  Tatm  – atmosphere temperature; Tamb – ambient 
temperature; ω  – relative humidity;  
d  – distance from the object. 

The open form of the relationship (3) is reserved by FLIR Systems®. In 
the general case, the input quantities can be represented by random 
variables with the specified frequency distribution [3]. In the paper, the 
analysis of the influence of the experimental standard deviation and mean 
value of input variables on the experimental standard deviation and mean 
value of output variables was presented. In the simulations, a different 
correlation degree between input variables, and different frequency 
distributions were considered as well.  

3. The method of the analysis 
The simulation sensitivity analysis was conducted in the following steps: 

- Estimation of the input variables distribution parameters, (on the basis 
of the specified standard uncertainties), and the uncertainty study, 

- Generation of the input random variables distributions with estimated 
parameters, 

- Simulations for the specified distributions, 

- Analysis of the parameters of output variable distribution obtained from 
simulation, 

- Estimation of the confidence levels of the output variable distribution 
parameters. 
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4. Some results of the simulations 

 

Fig. 1. The probability density of the output 
random variable Tob , connected with 
emissivity component 

Fig. 2.  Uncertainty of Tob versus 
uncertainty of ε for different  

expected values of Tob 

Fig. 1. The probability density of the output 
random variable Tob , connected with Tamb 
component 

 
Fig. 3.  Uncertainty of Tob versus 
uncertainty of Tamb for different  

expected values of Tob 

5. Conclusions 
Wide description of the observations and conclusions will be presented 

in the full length paper. 
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